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Editorial 
 

Vážení čtenáři,  

 

již od roku 2007 nabízí Journal of Outdoor Activities (JOA) odborné i široké veřejnosti 

články orientované primárně na problematiku aktivit v přírodě. Původně byl zařazen 

do seznamu recenzovaných periodik vydávaných v ČR a o publikování v JOA byl 

relativně velký zájem. O tom svědčí počet článků vydávaných v prvních číslech 

časopisu, který byl svým zaměřením svým způsobem jedinečný. Spolu se zavedením 

nových kritérií Metodiky M17+ docházelo k postupnému poklesu přijímaných textů a 

kompletace jednotlivých čísel byla časově náročnější. Pro potenciální zájemce o 

publikaci v JOA už přestala být atraktivní i služba bezplatného překladu či formálních 

úprav rukopisů. I přes snižující se zájem o publikování v našem časopise jsme se snažili 

existenci časopisu udržet. Došlo ke změně vizuální stránky časopisu a dokonce se 

podařilo zařadit časopis do databáze ERIH plus. Naše snahy o zachování časopisu i v 

současnosti neustávají. Od roku 2021 bude časopis administrován v novém redakčním 

systému Actavia, což by mělo pomoci naší snaze o indexaci časopisu v databázi 

Scopus. V tomto roce dojde také ke změně názvu na Journal of Sports and Outdoor 

Activities (JOSOA) a bude zrušeno tištěné vydávání časopisu.  

Věříme, že díky tomuto kroku bude časopis opět vzkvétat a jednotlivá čísla budou 

obsahovat nejen články z oblasti aktivit v přírodě, ale také tělesné výchovy a sportu. 

Společným úsilím můžeme podpořit prostředí kinatropologie v ČR. 

 

Mgr. Martin Nosek, Ph.D. 
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Friction knots – their strength under 

static load

Vladimír Michalička, Radek Telvák

Military Department of the Faculty of Physical Education and Sport, Charles 

University Prague 

ABSTRACT 

Introduction: The article is focused on description and comparison of the selected 

friction knots manners during static load. 

Aim of Study: The main objectives of the study are to find the proper values and 

standard manners of five friction knots used in military climbing, rescue techniques, 

arboriculture and mountaineering. How strong is the system constructed from friction 

knot tied from reep cord and low stretch kernmantle rope? What are the processes 

happening in the friction system leading to its malfunction and where the breakage 

happens? These were the unanswered questions we were facing to. 

Material and Methods: Experimental research was conducted on five selected friction 

knots – Blake hitch (ABoK #1693), Double prusik (variant of ABoK #1763), Triple 

prusik (ABoK #1763), Distel hitch (ABoK #1465) and Vánočka knot (ABoK #1758). 

All of them were part of friction system which was tested 10 times in laboratory 

conditions on certified device. Firstly, nominal static strength of used material was 

tested. The initial phase was followed by testing all of the selected friction systems and 

statistical analysis of all attempts and their comparison between each other. The one-

way ANOVA and multi-comparative Tukey test in post hoc analysis were used. 

Results: The nominal strength of used material is stronger than ordered by European 

norms. 81 % of friction system malfunctions happen in friction knot. All selected 

friction knots decrease the nominal strength of friction systems. The range of decrease 

differs between 14 % and 49 % depending on specific friction knot and its maximal 

nominal strength. Number of strands used for knot tying is not determining parameter 

of its maximal nominal strength. 

Conclusion: The friction knots are commonly used in many expert fields of human 

activities. Their proper selection based on our results might be crucial for safety as well 

as using the features specific friction knots have. 

Keywords: Drop of nominal static breaking strength, drop of nominal static breaking 

strength, first slip, military climbing, point of failure. 

SOUHRN 

Úvod: Článek je zaměřen na popis a porovnání vybraných samosvorných uzlů a jejich 

chování při statickém zatížení. 

Cíl: Hlavními cíli práce je nalézt přesné hodnoty a standardy chování pěti 

samosvorných uzlů používaných ve vojenském lezení, záchranných technikách, 

arboristice či horolezectví. Jakou pevnost má systém konstruovaný ze samosvorného 

uzlu uvázaného na reep šňůře na statickém laně? Jaké procesy vedoucí k selhání se dějí 
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ve vzniklém samosvorném systému a kde k selhání dochází? To byly nezodpovězené 

otázky, kterým jsme čelili. 

Metody: Experimentální studie byla přivedena na pěti vybraných samosvorných uzlech 

- Blake hitch (ABoK #1693), Double prusik (variant of ABoK #1763), Triple prusik 

(ABoK #1763), Distel hitch (ABoK #1465) and Vánočka knot (ABoK #1758). 

Všechny byly částí samosvorného systému, který byl vždy 10 testován v laboratorních 

podmínkách na certifikovaném trhacím zařízení. Nejprve byla testována nominální 

statická pevnost použitého materiálu. Po této iniciační fázi byly testovány všechny 

samosvorné systémy a byla provedena statistická analýza všech pokusů. Pro 

statistickou analýzu dat byla využita one-way ANOVA a multikomparativní Tukey test 

v post hoc analýze. 

Výsledky: Nominální pevnost použitých materiálů je vyšší, než vyžadována 

Evropskými normami. 81 % samosvorných systémů selhalo v samosvorném uzlu. 

Všechny vybrané samosvorné uzly snižují nominální pevnost samosvorného systému. 

Rozsah poklesu variuje mezi 14 a 49 % a závisí na vybraném uzlu a jeho maximální 

nominální pevnosti. Počet pramenů použitých pro konstrukci uzlu není určujícím 

parametrem maximální nominální pevnosti. 

Závěr: Samosvorné uzly jsou často využívány v mnoha oblastech lidské činnosti. 

Výběr toho správného může mít zásadní vliv na bezpečnost, stejně jako může být 

výhodná znalost dalších vlastností konkrétního uzlu. 

Klíčová slova: Bod selhání, maximální statická pevnost, pokles nominální statické 

pevnosti, první prokluz, Vojenské lezení. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Friction knots are commonly used in wide field of human outdoor, industry and 

professional activities. No matter whether mountaineer, lifeguard, arborist or other 

specialist, everyone rely on used materials. All of them should use certified equipment 

(ČSN EN 564) and follow manuals. It means, the weakest points result from used 

approach and working techniques. Except from misuse or using improper techniques 

(Schubert, 2016), the safety chain is as weak as its weakest point, therefore textile 

materials mostly. Its connection precisely.  

It has been proved (Evans, 2016) that every knot tied to connect two rope strands, 

to make a loop or used in some other special occasions results in weakening the strength 

of original material such as rope, cord or sling. According to recent study (Šimon, 

Dekýš & Palček, 2020), conducted on loop knots, the decrease of nominal strength 

might be up to 53 %. If we count normalized strength of almost every textile material 

as 22 kN, it means load capacity only 1,25 kN. It is always one or combination of 

reasons such as shear friction, heat, pressure or abrasion that lead into system failure 

(Frank & Kublák, 2007). 

The goal of our article focuses on selected friction knots used for special 

techniques in mountaineering, rescue operations, military climbing or arboriculture. 

Their manners and thus the level of weakening the system they are part of is not well 

known (Frank & Kublák, 2007; Kublák, 2014). We conducted experimental research 
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of selected knots (Telvák, 2020) to find out the maximal strength of system, its nominal 

strength drop and other features. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Due to the high complexity of physical and chemical influences and changes, the 

conducted experiment focused only on static load performed on brand new materials, 

utilizing only static ropes, reep cords and steel carbines. Five friction knots used in 

military climbing (Michalička et al., 2019) and arboriculture (Jepson, 2000) were 

chosen to work as a part of friction system. Each of the systems consisted of a few 

components and was examined on vertical laboratory testing device (ZD 30, 

manufactured in 1957) under stabile laboratory conditions in Lanex company, Bolatice. 

Used software TIRAtest was produced by TIRA GmbH (Germany). Force 

measurements were performed by tensometric sensors connected to the control unit 

and a computer. Two opposite steel rods (diameter 50 mm) were used to fix the testing 

material – the friction system. The rope/reep cord was wrapped three times to make a 

tensionless hitch ABoK #2047 (using friction to fix both textile materials). Rod 

movement was conducted by a hydraulic mechanism according to standard ČSN EN 

564 and range 0 – 160 cm. Complete diagram can be seen in Picture 1, as well as final 

attachment. 

 

 
Picture 1 Diagram and final attachment of the friction system  

 

Reference testing was conducted before experimental part to gain information 

about up to date features of the used material. Thus, the data were related to gained 

details – the real static breaking strength of utilized materials. 

Whole research was designed as the laboratory experiment, where five chosen 

friction systems were exposed to growing tension force up to the destruction of part of 

the friction system. Every system was measured 10 times (Evans, 2016). Before each 

session, rope and reep cord were cut (2 m and variable length depending on used knot 

respectively) and chosen friction knot was applied and preloaded by 5 kg steel weight 

(Komorous, 2016).  
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Maximum static breaking strength, drop of nominal static breaking strength, point 

of failure and first slip were recorded for each session. After the session, all parts of 

the used friction system were stored for further examination. 

For statistical analysis the one-way ANOVA and the multi-comparative Tukey 

test in post hoc analysis were used. 

 

Rope and cord 

Chosen diameter and type of the classic modern polyamide low stretch kernmantle 

rope and reep cord are commonly used in military climbing. Due to the collaboration 

with rope producer Tendon, brand new materials from their production were used. In 

total, 96 m of the rope and 117 m of the reep cord were utilized during all the 

experimental sessions. Features of the used materials are mentioned in Table 1 and thus 

might be replicable in future experiments. 

 

Table 1 Parameters of tested rope and reep cord by the manufacturer 

 
Manufacturer Tendon Tendon 

Rope trademark label Tendon Static 10,5 mm Tendon Reep 6 mm 

EN standard Type ČSN EN 1891:2000 ČSN EN 564: 2015 

Type A N/A 

Material Polyamide (PA) Polyamide (PA) 

Year of manufacture 2020 2020 

Diameter [mm] 10,5 6 

Static breaking strength (Tenacity) [kN] 22 7,2 

Static breaking strength (Tenacity) [kN] 

from reference testing 

32 10 

Weight per meter [g/m] 72 25 

Number of falls due to EN 1891 (f = 1) 20 N/A 

Sheath slippage [%] 0 N/A 

Elongation [%] 3,4 N/A 

Sheath mass [%] 35 N/A 

Core mass [%] 65 N/A 

Shrinkage according to EN 1891 [%] 1,9 N/A 

Core structure 8S + 7Z 2S + 3Z 

 

 

Chosen knots 

Five friction knots commonly used in military climbing and arboriculture were 

chosen. All of them come from literature (Ashley, 1993) yet not often with proper 

name, therefore we use commonly used terms. It was precisely Double Prusik hitch 

(variant of ABoK #1763), Triple Prusik hitch (ABoK #1763), Distel hitch (ABoK 

#1465), Blake hitch (ABoK #1693) and hitch called Vánočka (ABoK #1758) in Czech, 

used in Military climbing or Czech mountaineering association (Kublák, 2014; 

Michalička et al., 2019).  
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Each of them was tied in the same way, according to ABOK and with all strands 

straightened. The view of chosen friction knots in proper way of tying can be seen in 

Picture 2. 

 

 
 

Picture 2 Chosen friction knots 

 

 

 

RESULTS  

In order to gain proper results for comparison, the experimental model was 

designed and five friction knots were chosen. The specific friction system, together 

with rope end reep cord, was formed. All five systems were compared and thus, the 

range of decrease of maximum nominal strength, point of failure and first slip was 

determined. 

 

Rope and cord without knot 

According to EN 564, the static breaking strength is set to 22 kN for static ropes, 

type A; 7,2 kN for 6 mm reep cord respectively. Before the experimental phase, the 

reference measurement was conducted to give the real insight of values the utilized 

material itself has. Thanks to this phase, the time consumption of the experiment was 

better known, also the real demands for textile materials but moreover, the real static 

breaking strength of materials used for constructing friction systems. 

Static breaking strength of Tendon Static rope 10,5 mm was measured at level of 

32 kN, whereas 10 kN was the static breaking strength of 6 mm reep cord we used. 

Gained values were used for all the others calculations. 

 

Point of failure 

It is well known, that the knot is the weakest point in connected textile materials 

used in mountaineering (Frank & Kublák, 2007) but is it also true for friction knots? 

The temperature rising in a connective knot which is being tighten until breaking has 

been measured (Šimon, Dekýš & Palček, 2020) yet friction knots plays different role 

and due to their slippage at the static rope, not only temperature plays role in breakage 
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of friction system. We did not use an infrared camera (Ibid) yet we thoroughly 

examined every sample directly after experiment.  

As we supposed, the weakest point of all friction systems was the reep cord and 

the friction knot tighten out of it. Not only has it broken in more than 80 % of all 

sessions but in these occasions, it was always in friction knot. The rope breakage was 

in 6 % and so we suppose, the temperature out of friction during slippage played a role 

there. In 13 % of experimental sessions, no breakage occurred which was mostly 

caused by reaching the range limits of device. 

 

First slip 

We decided to research also the first sign of friction system breakage – the first 

slip. This area of friction knots is yet not known and so we set the limit when system 

static strength firstly changes ≥ 0,8 kN. The value 0,8 kN (80 kg) was set from valid 

mountaineering norm and is strictly used for testing ropes and other materials (ČSN 

EN 892).  

The course of friction system manners during static load is illustrated by Picture 

3, including a drop, which means slippage of friction knot, other increase of load until 

maximal static strength of system and its breakage. 

 

 

 
 

Picture 3 Illustration of friction system manners during static load 

 

The comparison of first slips among chosen friction systems is illustrated on Picture 4. 
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Picture 4 First slip 

 

Maximal nominal strength of system 

As previously mentioned, the rope system is weakest mostly in used 

knot. The nominal strength of commonly used connection knot is quite well 

known yet completely unknown in field of friction knots.  

We researched our five friction systems with growing static load up to 

the level of breaking. As seen in Picture 3. the maximal nominal strength of 

friction system is illustrated by black dot.  

Different results originate not only from different manners of the 

friction system but also from distinction of friction knot construction itself. 

Some used knots are tied from 1, whereas some from 2 or 4 strands. 

Therefore, Picture 5 illustrates the precise, yet nominal, values of each knot. 

The Blake hitch (ABoK #1693) represents 1 strands knots and its 

average maximal strength (8,56 kN) is almost as strong as reep cord itself 

(10,0 kN). No big disproportions among Double prusik (variant of ABoK 

#1763), Triple prusik (ABoK #1763) and Distel hitch (ABoK #1465), where 

all are constructed from 2 strands, can be seen. The knot Vánočka (ABoK 

#1758), constructed from 4 strands, shows the average maximal nominal 

strength of 20,36 kN. 
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Picture 5 Maximal nominal strength of system 

 

Drop of nominal static breaking strength 

The last feature we have examined was the drop of nominal static breaking 

strength. As proved, figure eight knot in I geometry, as one of the most used knots, 

weakens the nominal static strength of rope by 35,58 % (Šimon, Dekýš & Palček, 

2020). What are the values for chosen friction systems? We have calculated the drops 

for each of the chosen friction system and the results are displayed in Picture 6. As 

obvious, the minimal drop is shown by Blake hitch (ABoK #1693) with only 14 % in 

one side, the Vánočka hitch (ABoK #1758) with 49 % in the other. 

 

 
 

Picture 6 Drop of nominal static breaking strength 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Our article focuses on relatively unknown topic, the strength of rope systems with 

friction knots. The experimental research was conducted on 5 chosen friction knots tied 

on low stretch kernmantle rope and reep cord. We supposed, according to similar 

researches (Evans, 2016; Šimon, Dekýš & Palček, 2020) that the weakest point in the 

friction system is the reep cord with friction knot. This fact was proved, 80 % of system 

points of failure were in friction knot.  

We also examined first slip due to the fact that all friction knots are defined by 

slight slip, it is their principle. The first slip ≥ 0,8 kN was measured for its importance 

for climbers as a first sign of system malfunction. The load of cca 4 kN is the start point 

for first slips and we assume this value as quite low. A 400 kg load might be represented 

as a wounded person, two lifeguards and equipment – quite common in rescue 

techniques.  

We examined maximal nominal strength of system, the most common feature in 

the field of “knot strength” (Komorous, 2016; Evans, 2016). Against the other authors 

who work with connective knots, we work with the friction system strength which was 

not properly examined. Our results show that the more strands used for the knot 

construction, the stronger system is. The function is not exponential though. The Blake 

hitch (ABoK #1693) made from 1 strand is not twice as weak as Double prusik (variant 

of ABoK #1763) or Distel hitch (ABoK #1465) and not four times as weak as Vánočka 

knot (ABoK #1758). This fact, linked with the last researched feature – drop of nominal 

static breaking strength, must be taken into account.  

Drop of nominal static breaking strength shows the Blake hitch (ABoK #1693) as 

strongest (with lowest drop) yet tied from 1 strand. The lowest drop of nominal static 

breaking strength, the more reliable or legible for users. 

 

The mountaineering, rescue techniques or arboriculture are hazardous human 

activities. Even when demanding for know-how and certifications, many accidents 

happened every year. We believe, this article might be helpful for this highly specific 

workers and also for all military climbers who use friction knots in their daily routine. 

As all other knots, also the friction knots have their specifics, their strengths and 

weaknesses – important features when working in risky heights. 
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Comparison of the activity of selected 

muscles when skating on a skatemill 

and ice using surface electromyography 
 

Radka Bačáková, Jakub Loučka  

Charles University, Faculty of Physical Education and Sport  

ABSTRACT 

Introduction: This study investigates the effect of a skating simulator (skatemill) on 

selected muscles' activity when skating in a direct line on a skatemill and ice. The work 

compares selected muscles' involvement during skating of ice hockey players on a 

skating simulator and ice using electromyography. 

Aims: The aim is to find out whether the skating simulator is a suitable means of 

developing skating technique and whether it is a suitable form of fitness development 

within the annual training cycle, whether certain muscle groups are not overloaded, or 

whether the same muscle groups are loaded as when ice skating.  

Methods: The essence of this research is the use of a case study of a descriptive nature 

in order to monitor the electrical activity of selected muscles using surface 

electromyography.  

Results: The results show that muscle activity on skatemill is not statistically different, 

from which we can conclude that research has shown similarity in the activity of 

selected muscles on both ice and skatemill. 

Conclusions: We can recommend skatemill training as a substitute for skating 

technique training. 

Keywords: hockey, skatemill, skating, muscles, surface electromyography 

 

SOUHRN 

Úvod: Tato studie prošetřuje vliv hokejového trenažéru (skatemillu) na aktivitu 

vybraných svalů při bruslení v přímé jízdě na skatemillu a na ledě. Práce porovnává 

zapojení vybraných svalů při bruslení hráčů ledního hokeje na bruslařském trenažéru 

a na ledě pomocí elektromyografie. 

Cíl: Cílem je zjištění zda je bruslařský trenažér vhodným prostředkem rozvoje techniky 

bruslení a zda jde o vhodnou formu rozvoje kondice v rámci ročního tréninkového 

cyklu, zda nejsou určité svalové skupiny přetěžovány, případně zda jsou zatěžovány 

tytéž svalové skupiny jako při bruslení na ledě.  

Metody: Podstatou tohoto výzkumu je využití případové studie popisného charakteru 

za účelem sledování elektrické aktivity vybraných svalů pomocí povrchové 

elektromyografie.  

Výsledky: Z výsledků vyplývá, že svalová aktivita na skatemillu není statisticky 

rozdílná, z čehož můžeme usuzovat, že výzkum prokázal podobnost aktivity 

vybraných svalů jak na ledě, tak na skatemilu. 
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Závěr: Trénink na skatemillu můžeme doporučit jako náhradu pro trénink techniky 

bruslení.  

Klíčová slova: hokej, skatemill, bruslení, svaly, povrchová elektromyografie 

 

INTRODUCTION 

How well a skating simulator replicates the skating movement first emerged in 

the 1990s, along with the rise of skating simulators in the United States. Among the 

first researchers was Henrichs (1995), who was the first to study the muscles involved 

in skating. Using electromyography (EMG) for research in 1994, he found no 

statistically significant differences between skating on a skating machine and ice in 

muscle activity in the "on" - "off" mode in selected muscle groups. Based on the 

previously determined fundamental threshold value, he found only an exception in the 

duration of muscular activity of the adductor longus muscle.  

Further studies abroad focused on this issue, in which Nobes (Nobes et al., 2003) 

compared the skating economics of fifteen male university ice hockey players on the 

ice and on a skating simulator with a focus on VO2 max results, which were similar in 

both conditions. Goudreault (2002) returned to EMG by comparing EMG values on a 

skating simulator at different speeds and Dewan (Dewan et al., 2004), who investigated 

the same on the ice. Previous studies showed some similarity at that time but compared 

different subjects in different conditions, speeds, and durations.  

Dewan (2004) tried to give a clear answer to the similarity of skating technique 

in another study entitled "A myoelectric comparison of treadmill and ice skating". In 

this study, the author compared the involvement of 4 selected muscles – vastus 

medialis, medial gastrocnemius, tibialis anterior, and peroneus longus, where the 

results from the simulator showed a firm agreement with the results on ice for each of 

the four muscles. The agreement between the myoelectric profiles' findings indicated 

that the manifestations of skating on ice and a treadmill were similar, which was not 

surprising due to the visually observable similarities in skating kinematics and the 

assumed gross motor function. Criticism of this study pointed to significant differences 

between the magnitudes of the normalized values, with the amplitudes reported by 

Dewan (2004) being significantly lower than those of Goudreault (2002) for each 

muscle during the entire skating step. The reason for this could be the application of 

different normalization coefficients based on different maximum dynamic contraction 

criteria. One of the noticeable differences in EMG profiles between the studies was the 

significantly lower initial myoelectric activity of the medial gastrocnemius and 

peroneus longus muscles at the point when the skate made contact with the ice. 

Several authors in the Czech Republic have dealt with EMG's issue in skating, 

among the first Helešice (2005). Other research was mainly in the form of diploma 

theses - e.g., Minář (2006), Majkus (2010), Hospůdka (2015), Obyt (2015). However, 

none of these works dealt with the comparison of EMG in ice skating and on a skating 

simulator. 

This work's partial goal is to contribute to the solution of the problem of training 

on a skating simulator and to try to answer the questions that appeared together with 

the expansion of this training aid in the Czech Republic. Among the most common is 
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whether a skating simulator is a suitable means of developing skating techniques. The 

fact is that the skating belt moves in the opposite direction, which when flipping to the 

inner edge results in "dragging" the foot backward (Pytlík, 2015). It is also a question 

of whether it is a suitable form of fitness development within the annual training cycle, 

if certain muscle groups are overloaded, or the same muscle groups are not loaded as 

when skating on ice.   

In this spirit, fitness trainer Pařez (2016) commented in an article for isport.cz, 

where he pointed out the overloading of adductors, which was theoretically analyzed 

by Henrichs (1995) when he found a difference in the duration of muscle activity of 

the adductor longus muscle. However, the question remains whether there is an 

overload of the adductor in the sense of significantly increased muscle effort, which 

would affect the pelvis's tilting forward, which would subsequently result in back pain, 

especially in children, as Pařez claims. This statement is followed by the claim that the 

skater cannot rebound on the belt because the belt runs under his legs, so he only raises 

his legs and does not engage the buttock muscles. 

The work aims to compare selected muscles' involvement in skating ice hockey 

players on a skating simulator and ice using electromyography and contribute to 

finding answers to the above areas of questions. 

METHODS 

The essence of this research is the use of a case study of a descriptive nature to 

monitor the electrical activity of selected muscles involved in skating in a direct line 

on a skatemill and ice. Hendl (2004) explains that in a case study, we collect data from 

one or a few individuals and assume that a thorough examination of these individuals 

will better understand other similar cases. 

When skating on a skatemill and ice, data was acquired using the surface EMG 

method, which was then transferred to a computer and evaluated by a special computer 

program, MegaWin. The research was carried out in cooperation with the Department 

of Outdoor Sports FTVS UK. The surface electromyography method (EMG) was used 

to measure, describe, and analyze muscle activity during movement. According to 

Massó (Massó et al., 2010), surface electromyography records muscles' surface 

electrical activity using surface electrodes. Surface electrodes are used to sense changes 

in electrical potential that occur during muscle activity. Monitoring of EMG activity 

was supplemented by synchronized video recording for possible further processing by 

the Dartfish Team Pro 8 program. 

The analysis focused on measuring the activity of the monitored muscles. During 

the measurement, the rides were recorded by a synchronized video camera to obtain 

time information for evaluating the work of the individual monitored muscle. Using 

glued electrodes and a unique portable device (ME6000-T16), the data were transferred 

to a computer, which evaluated the corresponding EMG characteristics indicating the 

monitored muscle activity. Mathematical and statistical results were evaluated in 

MegaWin and Microsoft Excel. The evaluation subject was the timing of the onset and 

disappearance of muscle activity, as recommended by Škopek in his work (Škopek et 

al., 2015).  
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Data were searched for the interval -0.50 to 0.50 of the cycle and were expressed 

as a percentage. This interval expresses one working (step) cycle of each monitored 

locomotion. The maximum values of the onset of activation of individual monitored 

muscles were determined at the interval. Percentage values show specific phase shifts 

within the duty cycle. An auxiliary data served the area under the EMG curve of one 

intermediate step with recalculation according to the channels' sensitivity setting with 

the working unit mV.  

Proband showed no signs of fatigue during measurement, he did not have any 

health problems, but he was in a full training regime. EMG recording was performed 

on two different surface forms - on a skatemill skating simulator and ice. In both 

measurements, the proband had the same technical equipment. The measurement took 

place without a longer pause between measurements, and electrodes were not 

reapplied. 

Subjects of measurements were selected, muscle groups. The measurements on 

the skatemill were performed at the elementary school in Nymburk, in the premises of 

the Skatemill Nymburk, which is located close to the ice surface, and immediately 

afterward on the ice surface of the Nymburk elementary school. Measurements on the 

skatemill were performed in a 40-second interval, followed by measurements on the 

ice in an interval that corresponded to crossing one length of the hockey field.  

For comparison, these muscles were always selected on the right and left lower 

limbs (peroneus longus muscle, gastrocnemius muscle, quadriceps femoris muscle, 

biceps femoris muscle, adductor longus muscle, gluteus maximus muscle, gluteus 

medius muscle, erector spinae). 

Characteristics of the monitored proband 

A former professional ice hockey player who has had experience with skate 

skating since 2010 was selected for the case study. The tested proband was informed 

about the research's course, ethical, and safety risks before starting the measurement. 

RESULTS 

Table 1 shows the values of skating cycles when skating on a skatemill. The 

gastrocnemius muscle of the right lower limb was chosen as the reference muscle, 

which serves to complete the skating rebound during skating. However, the reference 

muscle's choice is not decisive. It is only necessary to determine the point to which the 

onset of activation of the other muscles examined is related. The percentage is related 

to the average dynamic maximum for the right lower limb when skating on ice and 

skatemill and for the left lower limb when skating on ice and skatemill. 
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Table 1 Comparison of values of monitored muscles when skating on a skatemill 

with a stick in hand 

 
median % 

right (mv) left (mV) right left 

M. peroneus longus 411,7 374,3 108,4 99,1 

M. gastrocnemius  685,2 626,7 108,2 96,7 

M. quadriceps femoris 798,9 459,5 110,6 68,3 

M. biceps femoris  375,2 509,8 89,6 87,0 

M. adductor longus  555,1 337,8 73,3 48,8 

M. gluteus maximus  303,1 282,9 112,3 92,4 

M. gluteus medius  469,2 352,7 98,5 85,8 

M. erector spinae  259,3 317,4 102,3 126,7 

Table 2 shows the values for ice skating. The percentage is related to the average 

dynamic maximum for the right lower limb when skating on ice and skatemill and for 

the left lower limb when skating on ice and skatemill. 

Table 2 Comparison of values of monitored muscles when ice skating with a stick in 

hand 

 

 
median % 

right (mV) left (mV) right left 

M. peroneus longus 347,7 381,5 91,6 100,9 

M. gastrocnemius 581,8 669,4 91,8 103,3 

M. quadriceps femoris 645,3 885,5 89,4 131,7 

M. biceps femoris 462,6 662,7 110,4 113,0 

M. adductor longus 960,6 1045,6 126,7 151,2 

M. gluteus maximus 236,6 329,7 87,7 107,6 

M. gluteus medius 483,8 469,8 101,5 114,2 

M. Erector spinae 247,5 183,7 97,7 73,3 

Due to a large amount of data and graphs, we also present an example of the 

course of muscle activity only in the muscle of the adductor longus muscle (graph no. 

1 - 4), which was the subject of closer research in Hinrichs (1995) research, which was 

monitoring the muscle activity on skatemill and on ice and pointed to an exception in 

the duration of muscle activity in the adductor longus muscle compared to other 

monitored muscles.  
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Graph 1 Average step cycle of the adductor longus on the right side (red) during a 

skating step with a stick on a skatemill 
 

 
Graph 2 Average step cycle of the adductor longus on the right side (red) during a 

skating step with a stick on the ice. 
 

 
Graph 3 Average step cycle of the adductor longus on the left side (red) during a 

skating step with a stick on a skatemill 
 

 
Graph 4 Average step cycle of the adductor longus on the left side (red) during a 

skating step with a stick on the ice 
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DISCUSSION 

This study compared the involvement of selected muscles when skating directly 

on a skating simulator and ice using surface electromyography and compared the 

monitored muscles' muscle activity course.  

Of the sixteen monitored muscles, muscle activity on the skatemill was higher 

than on ice only in six muscles (see Tables 1 and 2) - peroneus longus dx., 

Gastrocnemius dx., Rectus femoris dx., M. gluteus maximus dx. and both sides of the 

erector spinae muscle. The other muscles showed higher muscle activity on the ice. 

The only muscle that engaged more on the left and right sides on the skatemill than on 

the ice was the erector spinae muscle. The difference in muscle involvement occurs on 

the left side when the activity on the skatemill is significantly higher. We believe that 

this is due to the dominant right lower limb, so the player used increased muscle 

activity of the spine erectants. 

In three muscle groups, we found lower muscle activity on the skatemill in the 

muscles in both lower limbs (see Tables 1 and 2). These were the biceps femoris 

muscle, the adductor longus muscle, and the gluteus medius muscle. M. gluteus medius 

dx. showed a difference between the activity on the skatemill and on the ice below the 

distinctiveness limit (± 5%), which is in agreement. Looking at the muscle activity 

course in graphs 1 to 4, we see the adductor longus dx. and sin. activity muscle in one 

average skating cycle. From this, we can conclude that the adductors in the skatemill 

are involved in stabilizing the sliding foot, while on ice, it is a dynamic activity. We 

believe that there is no overloading of the adductors in the rebound phase, but their 

activation occurs during static stabilization during the sliding phase on the skatemill. 

Thus, the adductors affect the dynamic stabilization when skating on a skatemill, which 

places increased demands on the player while maintaining balance. M. biceps femoris 

showed similar muscle activity on the right and left lower limbs on the skatemill and 

the ice (within the distinctiveness limit of ± 5%). For the remaining muscles, there was 

a different involvement of muscles on the skatemill and the ice in one of the limbs. The 

activity of the peroneus longus L muscle was below the distinctiveness limit. In the 

right lower limb, the muscle activity was higher on the skatemill. The same results 

were also shown by gastrocnemius dx., Rectus femoris dx. and m. gluteus maximus 

dx. We believe that the increased muscle activity of the dominant right lower limb 

when skating on a skatemill was due to the player's high concentration when he was 

aware of his movements and emphasized the technique's precise execution. Proof of 

this statement may be the fact that the peroneus longus dx. and m. gastrocnemius dx. 

were in higher activity on the skatemill because their function is plantar flexion, which 

we use in hockey skating in the so-called one-inch rebound. 

We found higher muscle activity in the rectus femoris sin. muscle on ice, where 

the reason for this difference is not low values measured on the skatemill, but very high 

values of muscle activity on the ice. As a reason, we can consider the dominance of the 

right lower limb, which gave the player significant support in the slip phase, and on the 

ice, the player took advantage of the increased activation of the left lower limb. 

The results of the gluteus maximus showed that the primary hip extensor was not 

only active on the skatemill but also exceeded the values on the ice in the values of the 
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right lower limb. M. gluteus maximus, dx. when skating on a skatemill, it was activated 

during the entire slide of the support limb and culminated at the moment of rebound, 

which coincides with the results of Hospůdka (2015), which described the same course 

when skating on ice. In the case of the gluteus maximus sin. the values on the skatemill 

were lower, but even here, we can observe a similar course of muscle activity as on 

ice. For these reasons, one cannot agree that the gluteal muscles do not engage in the 

skatemill, as stated by Pařez (2016). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our testing showed that the course of muscle activity on the skatemill and ice in 

a straight line is very similar. We can find individual differences in the magnitudes of 

muscle activation, but from the achieved results, we cannot unequivocally claim that 

this is an increased muscle activity only on the skatemill or on the ice. However, thanks 

to this research, which showed a similarity in muscle activity on skatemill and ice, we 

can say that using a skatemill in the training of an ice hockey player has a positive 

effect on his development of skating technique. We do not see the benefit of training 

on a skatemill only in the possibility of improving skating technique or stimulating 

motor skills and the development of other game skills and the health and mental 

components of the player. 
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ABSTRACT 

Introduction: This case study deals with using the Empower Oarlock system on a 

selected rowing crew, which used the Empower Oarlock system to reconfigure its 

rowing boat. The company Nielsen Kellerman, which created this system, claims that 

it can diagnose the pace of the rower and on the basis of the evaluated parameters, it is 

possible to subsequently increase its efficiency or. ship speed. 

Aim of study: The aim of this work is to find out how much the setting of the rowing 

boat has an effect on its speed using the Empower Oarlock system and how much the 

subjective setting of the rowing boat racer differs from the ideal setting of the Empower 

Oarlock system from Nielsen Kellerman. 

Methods: The rowing crew was deliberately chosen from different performance 

categories to differentiate between rowing techniques significantly. During the 

measurement, changes in the posture of both rowers and changes in the boat's speed on 

the measured sections of 350 meters were monitored.  

Results: During the measurement, we found the difference between the boat's personal 

setting and the setting using the parameters of the Empower Oarlock system.  

Conclusion: Since the seat's correction, the crew accelerated at a given distance, and 

we can state that the Empower Oarlock system is effective. 

Keywords: rowing, Empower Oarlock system, smart oarlock 

 

SOUHRN 

Úvod: Tato případová studie se zabývá využitím systému Empower Oarlock na 

vybrané veslařské posádce, která pomocí systému Empower Oarlock přenastavila svou 

veslařskou loď. Firma Nielsen Kellerman, která vytvořila tento systém tvrdí, že dokáže 

diagnostikovat tempo veslaře a na základě vyhodnocených parametrů lze následně 

zvýšit jeho efektivitu resp. rychlost lodi. 

Cíl: Cílem této práce je zjistit, jak velký vliv má nastavení veslařské lodi na její rychlost 

pomocí systému Empower Oarlock a jak moc se liší subjektivní nastavení závodníka 

veslařské lodi od ideálního nastavení systémem Empower Oarlock od firmy Nielsen 

Kellerman. 

Metody: Veslařská posádka byla záměrně vybrána z různých výkonnostních kategorií 

z důvodů docílení většího rozdílu mezi technikami veslování. Při měření došlo ke 

sledování změn na posedu obou veslařů a změn v rychlosti lodi v závislosti na měření 

pomocí chytré havlinky od firmy Nielsen Kellerman. V obou částech praktického 

výzkumu jsme zjišťovali časový rozdíl mezi subjektivním nastavením lodi posádkou a 

nastavením dle systému Empower Oarlock. 
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Výsledky: Během měření jsme zjistili značné rozdíly v rychlosti lodi při subjektivním 

nastavením a nastavením pomocí parametrů dle systému Empower Oarlock. 

Závěr: Na základě zjištěných výsledků můžeme konstatovat, že po úpravě posedu dle 

parametrů naměřených systémem Empower Oarlock, dojde ke zrychlení lodi. 

Klíčová slova: Veslování, Empower Oarlock systém, chytrá havlinka. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Today, modern technologies accompany us in every step. New technologies have not 

escaped rowing either; on the contrary, performances can be monitored in mobile 

applications on smartwatches, phones, or other devices. For both amateur and 

professional users, these advanced technologies are a daily helper in performance 

analysis. There are not many modern technologies in water sports due to their economic 

strength and the complexity of the environment in which they are used. The technology 

has to meet many of the demanding requirements of the environment, so we have 

chosen the technology used in rowing. The company Nielsen Kellerman (2019) created 

the Empower Oarlock system, which, according to the manufacturer, can diagnose the 

rower's pace, and based on the evaluated parameters, its efficiency can be increased.  

The technology in question is a smart oarlock (Fig. 1) from the company Nielsen 

Kellerman (2019), which deals with electronics for water sports, especially rowing. 

Our oarlock has the same construction as commonly used oarlocks; for this reason, it 

can be replaced by a regular oarlock without any other special equipment. The only 

thing that makes the smart oarlock different from the classic one is the small box on 

the other side of the oarlock's axis, where all the angle and pressure sensors are. During 

a ride, the oarlock reads the data of the catch angle, slip, maximum force, tightening 

angle, maximum force angle, wash, stroke length. The system also includes the 

Speedcoach, which shows current data, and thanks to it, the rower can correct his sitting 

position while rowing. Thanks to the Speedcoach device, which uses a GPS to read 

other data suitable for measurements, such as stroke frequency, distance, speed, 

average strokes per 500 meters, heart rate, and more, it is easy to evaluate the collected 

data. Nielsen Kellerman has created a mobile application that can be downloaded to a 

mobile phone for free, so the trainer has the opportunity to monitor the current data of 

the Empower Oarlock device and respond with instructions to the sitting position of 

the rower. 

The system's main advantage is that the company Nielsen Kellerman came up with the 

idea that if the blade is not under the pressure of at least 100 N for paired and 200 N 

for unpaired rowing, then the stroke does not affect. The Empower Oarlock takes this 

information and accordingly defines stroke angles at which the moment of a stroke will 

exceed this border, and when, on the contrary, the pace will decrease. (Empower 

Oarlock, 2020). 
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Figure 1 Empower Oarlock, source: (Empower Oarlock, 2020) 

 

The principle of setting up a rowing boat according to Empower Oarlock 

The setting principle consists of defining the start and end angles of the stroke during 

the ride so that the rower uses his somatotype and physiological advantages for the 

most effective stroke. The rower adjusts the boat according to his feeling, and after the 

first ride, when he obtains the measured data, it is possible to evaluate whether the 

rower's pace is sufficiently compelling according to the rower's level whether he makes 

full use of all his advantages. The leading indicator is the length of the stroke and the 

terms wash and slip (Fig. 2), which determine the stroke's effectiveness and other 

parameters listed below (according to Nielsen-Kellerman, 2020). 

Catch - the oar's position when the oar stops and does not continue in the direction of 

the ship's movement and begins to dive into the water. 

Finish – the end of oar's motion through the water and subsequent removal from water. 

Slip - is the stroke phase from the Catch position before the oar gets a force of 100 N 

for paired rowing and 200 N for unpaired rowing. 

Wash - phase of the stroke, when the oar loses pressure of 100 N / 200 N to the Finish 

position. 

Total Length - the total stroke length from the Catch position to the Finish position. 

Effect Length - distance from Slip position to Wash position - sufficient stroke length. 

Force - maximum or average force. 

Power - power unit Watts. 

Work - work unit Joule. 

Stroke rate – the number of strokes per minute. 

 

Figure 2 Schema of stroke phases 
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For the correct and effective implementation of the rowing technique, high quality and 

maintained material are needed that corresponds to the parameters of the individual 

rower. With modern rowing boats and rowing components, the setting's variability is 

so varied that it is possible to prepare almost any boat for more performance levels of 

the rower. The differences between the unpaired and paired rowing settings are almost 

minimal, as the settings are for the individual components for multi-member crews, not 

for individuals. Skiffs Correct setting of rowing equipment is possible with knowledge 

of several basic parameters monitored in our work, which can then also affect the speed 

of the boat, which are length and position of rails, angle, height and inclination of foot 

stretcher, height, and distance of oarlock, oarlock height, oar inclination, setting and 

length of the oar, stroke force, stroke length, stroke frequency (ČVS, 2011; Kleshnev, 

2019; Nacházelová, 2020; Panuška, 2020).  

This work aims to find out how much the rowing boat setting affects its speed using 

the Empower Oarlock system and how much the rowing boat racer's personal setting 

differs from the ideal setting of the Empower Oarlock system from Nielsen Kellerman. 

Unfortunately, there is currently a lack of broader scientific research on the market 

regarding the issue we are monitoring, and therefore this case study is inspired by the 

work of Smithe (Smithe, 2019), where the rowing range is analyzed in detail based on 

the obtained data.   

 

METHODS 

The testing took place in such a way that the tested crew set up a seat in the boat, 

according to their subjective feeling and performed a warmup on calm water in the 

length of 1 km, where they tested the frequency of pace and effort in which the tested 

sections of 350 meters would be rowed at. After a rest (10 min), they then completed a 

straight section of the track at a distance of 350 meters. At a rate of 34 strokes per 

minute, they covered this distance four times with a pause of 3 minutes. After this 

measurement, the measured data were analyzed, and the settings were subsequently 

corrected according to the Empower Oarlock system. In the next phase of the research, 

there was sufficient rest of the crew so that the fatigue factor did not affect the 

measurement, and then the crew passed the same test as in the previous measurement. 

In both practical research parts, we found the time difference between the ship's 

personal setting by the crew and the setting according to the Empower Oarlock system. 

A crew from different performance categories was selected for the research to achieve 

a more significant difference between rowing techniques and to sufficiently correct the 

crew's posture. A rower with a youth representation history, who is currently rowing at 

the national level, was selected for the stroke position. A rower occupied the bow 

position without a representation history, who is engaged in rowing mainly at the 

recreational level with occasional starts at the regional level. Stable weather conditions 

prevailed throughout the measurement, sunny with a temperature of 25 ° C. Physical 

factors and other external variables were not monitored in this work (e.g., wave size, 

wind, temperature, level, the hydrodynamic shape of the vessel, hydrostatic buoyancy, 

type of flow, somatotype). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As mentioned in the research methodology, the stroke position was a rower with a 

representation history reflected in the parameters of his pace.  

 

Table 1 Stroke position values 

 

Parameter Units Value  

Power Watt 310 

Work Joule 539 

Total length Angle 109 

Effect length Angle 94 

Catch Angle -62 

Finish Angle 48 

Slip Angle 4 

Wash Angle 11 

Max force Newton 548 

Max force Angle -22 

Average force Newton 302 

 

The Stroke position (Table 1) can be used to demonstrate what the ideal stroke should 

look like. The Catch and Finish position's value should be in the ratio 60:40, which 

means that 60% of the stroke should take place before the rafter, therefore the sign -, 

and 40% behind the rafter, we get to almost ideal values in the parameters of the Stroke. 

Length, or the total length of the stroke, should be around 110 °. Even in this case, the 

rower meets the requirements. For rowers who are between 190 cm and 200 cm high, 

the stroke should be over 110 °. Slip and Wash these values should not exceed 10 °; 

otherwise, the rower's sitting position would need to be adjusted. For Slip and Wash 

values, at values above 10 °, the wrong technique of starting or finishing the tempo can 

play a role. The Stroke also has an Effect Length value at a high level, which even 

corresponds to international rowers (Biorow, 2019). 

Force parameters affect the stated values such as watts, work, avg. Force. Ideal values 

were not met for these parameters measured during the research measurement of the 

rowing boat. With these values, the Stroke only reaches the parameters of advanced 

rowers. These values cannot be influenced by the boat's setup but by the rower's fitness 

training and physiological preconditions. The measured value of the angle for the Max 

Force parameter is high for the Stroke, and this value should be as close to zero as 

possible, where the stroke is most efficient towards the ship's propulsion. According to 

the above parameters, the Stroke can be evaluated very positively, considering that it 

is not necessary to correct its sitting position. 

Parameters of the Bow’s stroke 

A rower without significant success at the state level was placed at the bow position, 

devoting himself to this sport occasionally, and therefore his performance is at a lower 

level. This fact was crucial for the research due to the reference to the Empower 
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Oarlock system's different values. Table 2 shows the measured values after the 

subjective adjustment of the boat by the rower. 

 

Table 2 Bow position values after the subjective setting of the boat 

 

Parameter Unit Value 

Power Watt 279 

Work Joule 462 

Total length Angle 101 

Effect length Angle 77 

Catch Angle -55 

Finish Angle 47 

Slip Angle 4 

Wash Angle 21 

Max force Newton 560 

Max force Angle -16 

Average force Newton 254 

 

For the Catch and Finish values, different values can be seen in the sitting position of 

the Bow. The rower has too small values in the Catch and, conversely, large values in 

the Finish position, which means a wrong position in the foot stretcher's setting. The 

length of the stroke length is not large enough concerning the rower's height and 

parameters, which means that the oarlocks' height is unsuitable for this rower. For the 

Wash and Slip values, we see that it is at the correct level and does not exceed 10°. The 

Slip parameter further supports the legs' incorrect position theory because the rower is 

a little stretched when slipping oars in the water, and therefore manages to exceed the 

limit of 100 N just at 4 ° after the slip. The Wash position also shows that the rower 

has his foot stretchers too close together. Thus, a long finish of the stroke is created, 

and the rower loses his pulling force due to his hands' position. As a result, the rower's 

Effect Length decreases to less than 80°, which does not even correspond to a novice's 

values. Interestingly, the value of Max. Force is higher than that of the Stroke, but the 

average force is lower. Another monitored parameter is the Max force angle, which is 

lower than the Stroke's values. This again indicates an improper adjustment of the foot 

stretchers due to the different strength and technical parameters between the two 

rowers. In conclusion, it can be evaluated that in the case of values measured at the 

bow position, it is necessary to change the settings of the boat. According to Catch, 

Finish, and others' parameters, the main change will be a change in the foot stretchers' 

position, which is too far from the rower. The remedy was to move the stretchers closer 

together. Another change that was made concerned the oarlocks, especially the distance 

of oarlocks from the ship. This change was made according to the Total length value, 

which showed a short tempo that does not correspond to the rower's height. The change 

was made by moving the oarlocks closer to the boat, which will cause a slow pace. 

This change needs a response by adjusting the lever's ratio on the oars so that the rower 
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does not overlap with hands, which would make rowing more difficult. After analyzing 

the measured data of the ship's personal setting, during which the crew adjusted the 

position, the changes were evaluated, which led to an increase in the efficiency of the 

position and the acceleration of the crew. The changes were made only for the rower 

sitting in the bow position because the rower in the stroke position had sufficient 

values, to which it was not necessary to react by changing the setting of his sitting 

position. 

Consequent changes made to the sitting position of the Bow (according to Empower 

Oarlock, 2019): 

Foot stretchers 

By moving the stretchers further away from the rower, his sitting position moved more 

towards the boat's stern, resulting in a longer stroke in front of the rafter and a shorter 

one behind the rafter. The optimal position of foot stretchers is about 13 mm away from 

the rower. After this change, the rower got to the right value in the Slip, Wash positions, 

and the stroke ratio in front of and behind the rafter also improved. 

Oarlocks 

Adjusting the oarlocks is one of the more complicated operations because the change 

cannot be made directly on the river, such as changing the foot stretchers' position; the 

oarlock setting needs to be changed on the riverbank. Riggers, which had a distance of 

160 cm before the adjustment, had to be moved on each side towards the ship by 8 mm, 

which meant a rigger with a width of 158.4 cm. After this adjustment of the seat, we 

reached the required values. 

Lever ratio on oars 

Since the oarlock setting has changed, it was necessary to change the length of the oars. 

With modern oars, it is possible to change their length by moving the lever or changing 

the lever's ratio by moving the wreath on the oar further or closer to the rower. The 

oars used in the research had both variants of modifications. An adjustment was chosen 

by changing the inner lever by moving the wreath closer to the lever. This adjustment 

is simple, as it is based on a change in the oarlocks settings, and therefore the wreath 

was moved by 8 mm on each oar. 

The newly measured values (Table 3) show a change in the Bow’s stroke parameters. 

The parameters of stroke and force values have improved. The Length parameter 

improved by 7 °; therefore, the rower reached sufficient values to have a sufficiently 

long pace concerning the Stroke pace. The Catch position also shifted towards the tip 

of the boat, thanks to the shift of the legs further away from the rower. Thus the crew 

is in almost the same positions at the beginning of the pace. The value of the Slip, 

which deteriorated, is caused by moving the legs further away from the rower, so the 

rower was in a more difficult position to start the oars, and the angle was shifted by 3°. 

The Slip value is still low values after seat adjustments. There was an improvement in 

the Wash parameter due to the shift of the legs when the rower did not stretch the pace 

unnecessarily, but due to the shift of the oarlock, the stroke was not shortened, and the 

rower ends the stroke at an angle of 48 °, which is 1 ° more than in subjective 

measurements. The angle of maximum force deteriorated by moving the legs, but 

thanks to the change of posture, there was an improvement in more substantial values. 
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Due to the change in the lever ratio, the rowers achieved higher watts and higher power, 

which affected the work's value. The oar lever's difficulty suited the rowers more than 

the previous subjective setting of the oar lever. 

 

Table 3 Comparison of Bow’s and Stroke’s values 

 

Parameter Units 
Stroke 

Value  

Bow 

Value 

Power Watt 310 286 

Work Joule 539 523 

Total length Angle 109 108 

Effect length Angle 94 89 

Catch Angle -62 -61 

Finish Angle 48 48 

Slip Angle 4 7 

Wash Angle 11 12 

Max force Newton 548 572 

Max force Angle -22 -19 

Average force Newton 302 272 

 

Table 3 shows that the necessary parameters for the unification of the crew Length, 

Catch, and Finish are almost identical, so the stroke is only one crew member does not 

propel practically the same and ship at a time. The setting could be improved a bit more 

because the Stroke should have a stroke a little shorter than the Bow to save power 

during the race and have enough energy to maintain the frequency or change the pace 

during the race. We did not strive for this setting because the crew in this composition 

does not run races, and it would harm the measurement of the tested section. 

After subsequent adjustments, measurements were made again on the same section of 

the river to see if there was an acceleration or not. Table 4 shows the difference of 

measured times (first and third sections measured against the river current). 

 

Table 4 Comparison of the first and second measurements 

 

Before setting             After setting  

Section number Time Section number 

Time Difference 

between 1st 

and 2nd 

measurement 

1.  01:19,2 1. 01:18,5 -0,7 s 

2.  01:10,5 2. 01:10,1 -0,4 s 

3.  01:18,6 3. 01:18,6 0 s 

4.  01:10,2 4. 01:09,7 -0,5 s 

Average 01:14,6 Average 01:14,2 -0.4 s 
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Since the crew covered a distance of 350 m on average 0.6 sec faster in the second 

measurement, at greater distances, this difference could play a significant difference in 

the competition in the placement of crews. 

CONCLUSION 

Due to the achieved results, this system can be used to diagnose the stroke and adjust 

the seat and streamline the crew's stroke. This system of rowing pace diagnostics can 

be used, also to detect inappropriate sitting or technical deficiencies that can be 

corrected by the coach or rower himself during training. We can also state that after 

adjusting the seat according to the Empower Oarlock system's parameters, the ship will 

accelerate.  
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